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CONVERSATION GUIDE STEP-BY-STEP 

Step 1	   Aligning Energy 

 Align Energy & Connect in with VCOs

 Get Centered

Step 2 Setting the Energy Stage 

 Share Intentions

 Ask for their intentions

Step 3 Exploring 

 “How did you find me?”

 “What motivated you to contact me? Why now?”

 “What is going on in your life that you are considering working with a
_______?”

Step 4* 
(Crucial 
step) 

Surfacing Problems, Implications & Feelings 

 “What’s not working in your life right now? What don’t you want?”

 “If you could change the way things are right now, what would you change?”
Note: if someone takes the conversation off in another direction, guide them back
by asking them a softened problem question that relates to where you want to lead
the conversation because there’s a problem coming up vibrationally that you
haven’t asked them about.

Problem Prompt: 

Implications:  

What else happens? 

Problem Prompt:  

Implications: 

What else happens? 

Problem Prompt:  

Implications: 

What else happens? 

Step 5 Summary 

 Summarize problems and how it impacted the VCO

Check in and make sure what you heard is what they said 
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Step 6* 
(Crucial 
step) 

Activating the Possibilities (Creating the Vision) 

 Magic Wand  have anything they want. “What does your life look like?
What is the Vision of your ideal life/business?” 

 “OK, you want more _________. What would it look like if you had mo[re
________? What would be happening in your life if you had more
________?” (Repeat for each feeling/essence)

Problem Prompt: 
Solution: 
Tangible Implications: 
What else happens? 

Problem Prompt: 
Solution: 
Tangible Implications: 
What else happens? 

Problem Prompt: 
Solution: 
Tangible Implications: 
What else happens? 

 “What is the one feeling that describes this vision?”

Step 7 Dissipating Perceived Obstacles to the Vision 

 “What’s the one thing holding you back from having this vision be your
reality right now?” 

 “That’s it? Seriously? That’s all there is?”

 “Can I tell you that this is good news?”

 “You could have said _______, but it is just _______.”

 Help them understand they are not that far off vibrationally from where they
want to be, that it’s not that big a jump.

 Use examples: “It makes sense that you feel this way & get these results.
You just don’t have the information, the knowledge because no one taught
us this…”
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Step 8* 
(Crucial 
step)	  

Activating My Solution 

 Share personal story that ties in to their issues: “I used to ______ until I
_______.” 

 “I’ve worked with others who also _______, and they’ve been able to
______ from working with me.”

 Would it be okay if I share with you a little bit about how I work with folks?

 Lay out my system, process, product as solution in a general way so they
see the possibilities.

(Insert information from Platform WWO for each part of my system)	  

Step 9* 
(Crucial 
step)	  

What Resonates? 

 “What has resonated with you MOST about what I’ve shared about this
system?” 

 When they tell you, dig in for the positive implications: “Why would that be
useful? Why would that help you?”

 “So if you had that in place, how do you think that would impact you?”

 “How might this impact the rest of your life?” --Monetize/Tangibilize - what
would be the tangible & financial implications for them?

 Then go back to each step of your system and ask how they see them
being helpful.

 “My sense is that we are a good match. What do you think?”

 “On a scale of 1-10, where are you right now about our working together?
I’m asking to make sure I’ve covered everything you might need to know to
be fully complete.”

“How can this work for you?”	  

Step 10	   Co-Creating the Next Course of Action 

 “How can working with me serve you now?”

 “There are a few ways we can work together, depending on the level of
support you want.”

 “Here’s what I suggest to engage your own inner knowing before making a
decision. I’m going to email you my program guide after this call…Letter to
the Universe.”

 Give examples of signs from the Universe.

 Set date & time for 2nd call

 “What was most valuable today for you? What are you taking away? Did I
meet your desired intentions?”


